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Motivation for UQ and SA
• Uncertainties in high-fidelity flow
and material response models can
affect the prediction accuracy of
many response variables including
– heat flux and temperature distribution
in different layers of an ablative TPS
•

– shape change of TPS
UQ important to
– Asses the accuracy of the output
– Validation of the codes
– Design robust and reliable TPS

•

SA important for
– Ranking the importance of uncertain
variables & dimension reduction

(NASA)

– Proper allocation of resources for the
improvement of physical models
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Types of Uncertainty
• Inherent (Aleatory) uncertainty
─ Inherent variation of a physical system (irreducible)
─ Represented mathematically with probability density function (PDF)
─ Examples – free-stream velocity, manufacturing tolerances, etc.
• Model-From (Epistemic) uncertainty
─ Arises due to ignorance, lack of knowledge, or incomplete
information (reducible)
─ Can be represented using intervals
─ e.g. – Transport quantities, turbulence models, recombination
efficiency for wall catalysis (γ), reaction rates, thermo-physical
properties of materials, etc.
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Challenges for UQ and SA in high-fidelity flow/
material response simulations
• Computational Expense
•

UQ methods based on large sample evaluations not feasible

• Presence of both inherent and epistemic uncertainties
• Large number of uncertain variables
• Highly non-linear relations between the input uncertain variables and
the output response variables
•

UQ methods based on Taylor Series Expansions may not be accurate
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Objective of the Talk
For potential application to coupled high-fidelity flow field and material
response simulations:
• Introduce an efficient approach for propagating mixed (aleatoryepistemic) uncertainties utilizing
─ Second-Order UQ Theory
─ A stochastic response surface obtained with Non-Intrusive Polynomial
Chaos (NIPC)

• Introduce an efficient approach for Non-linear Global Sensitivity
Analysis utilizing NIPC response surface
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Mixed Uncertainty Propagation
• Second-Order UQ Approach Utilized

• Second-Order UQ can be computationally expensive for high-fidelity
simulations with traditional sampling approach
• In our approach, a stochastic response surface obtained with NonIntrusive Polynomial Chaos (NIPC) method was utilized
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Basics of Polynomial Chaos (PC)
Spectral Representation of
Stochastic Random Variable:

Deterministic component

Random component

n-dimensional independent random variable vector
random basis functions (orthogonal polynomials
i.e., Legendre polynomial if is uniform and Hermite
polynomials if

is normal )

total number of output modes
where:
: polynomial order of
total expansion
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Basics of PC
•

The objective of the PC based methods is to calculate the coefficients in
the stochastic expansion:

•

Various statistics can be obtained with the use of coefficients and the
basis functions in the expansion

•

Two main approaches to calculate the coefficients
─ Intrusive PC
─ Non-Intrusive PC (NIPC)
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Non-Intrusive Polynomial Chaos (NIPC) Methods
•

Objective:
• Obtain the approximations to PC coefficients with no modification to
the existing deterministic code
• Optimum approach will predict the coefficients with minimum
number of deterministic evaluations at a desired accuracy level

•

NIPC methods
• Sampling Based
• Point-Collocation (# of code evaluations:
• Quadrature-Based (# of code evaluations: (p + 1)n )

)
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Quadrature-Based NIPC Method
•

Start with

Number of function evaluations = (p + 1)n

p = polynomial order
n = # random variables
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Mixed Uncertainty Propagation: 2nd Order UQ with NIPC
Response Surface

Computational
Cost
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An Approach to calculate 95% CI from mixed UQ
results

P-Box Representation
of Mixed Uncertainty
Output
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Global Non-Linear Sensitivity Analysis with
Sobol Indices
•

Objective:
• Rank the relative importance of each input uncertain variable to the
overall output uncertainty using non-linear global sensitivity analysis.
Partial variance (calculated from PCE)
Total variance (calculated from PCE)
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Global Sensitivity Analysis with Sobol Indices
(Cont.)
•

Total indices
• Summation of all the partial indices that include the particular
parameter, e.g., n=3, i=1 (first variable):

2

1

•

Can use total indices to rank the
importance (contribution to uncertainty)
of each variable

3
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Validation of UQ Approach: Fay-Riddell Model Problem
•

Stagnation point heat transfer prediction by
Fay-Riddell correlation for a model problem

•

Four uncertain variables
─ Aleatory – Freestream velocity and radius
of curvature
─ Epistemic – Dynamic viscosity and Lewis
Number

•

•

Mixed aleatory-epistemic uncertainty
propagated using two methods
─

Second-Order UQ using NIPC response
surface (256 function evals.)

─

Second-Order UQ using direct Monte
Carlo sampling (5x107 function evals.)

NIPC results match well with direct MC
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Hypersonic CFD Case Description
• Generic reentry vehicle geometry taken from MacLean et. al. (CUBRC)
r
Stainless steel
surface

x

MacLean et. al.

MacLean et. al.

• Freestream conditions also taken from MacLean et. al. (CUBRC)

• Main contribution to heat transfer is due to conduction via translational
and vibrational modes and diffusion
─ Radiation heat transfer not modeled
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CFD Solver and Numerical Scheme
• Data Parallel Line Relaxation (DPLR) utilized as CFD solver
─ Structured, finite-volume, Navier-Stokes solver with frozen/
equilibrium/non-equilibrium thermo-chemistry
• Steger-Warming flux splitting scheme for convective terms and central
differencing for diffusion terms
• Mesh Size: (257x229)
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CFD Model
B’C’s

• 300°K “cold wall”, no-slip BC at wall
• Partially catalytic wall BC for Oxygen and Nitrogen
• Recombination efficiency (γ) for O & N – [0,1]
• Zero degrees angle of attack - axis-symmetric flow
• Freestream fixed (values from previous slide)
• 1st order extrapolation for outflow

Physics • Laminar flow
Modeling
• 5-species Park model for air (N2, O2, N, O, NO)
• Landau-Teller model for finite-rate vibrational relaxation
• Vibrational energy relaxation rates formulation by Millikan and White
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Stochastic Problem
• Aleatory uncertainty
─ Freestream velocity assumed to have normal distribution with mean
of 4167 m/s
─ 3 cases were analyzed: CoV = 1, 2, and 3%

(CoV=StD/Mean)

• Epistemic uncertainty
─ Recombination efficiency (γ)
• log10(γ) taken as uncertain parameter
─ Interval bounds for γ [0.00001, 0.5] corresponding to the ‘moderately
catalytic wall’ regime
• log10(γ) ~ [-5, -0.301]
• Insignificant changes in heat transfer for γ > 0.5
• Collision integral for the N2 – O interaction
• A taken as uncertain parameter: A ~ [0.75,1.25]
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Mixed Uncertainty Propagation Procedure
• Obtained a 5th order stochastic response surface for heat flux as a function
of epistemic (log10(γ) & A) and aleatory (Velocity) uncertain variables
for surface heat flux
(216 code evaluations)
• Produce a number of samples for epistemic variables

, i = 1,2,3,…..,10,000
• For each

evaluate

with:

, j = 1,2,3,…..,5,000
Aleatory

sampled from normal distribution
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Mixed UQ Results – P-Box for surface heat flux
• Interval at each probability level indicates the uncertainty due to epistemic
uncertainties
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Mixed UQ for surface heat flux
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Global Sensitivity Analysis with Sobol Indices
• Sobol indices capture non-linear contributions to the variance
• Calculate indices using PC expansion
• Provides ranking of each input uncertainty to the overall uncertainty in
output
― Results are consistent with linear regression analysis
― Catalytic efficiency has the highest contribution when CoV of V is 1%
― Velocity (V) has highest contribution when CoV of V is 3%
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Global Sensitivity Analysis – Scatter Plots from NIPC
Response Surface
CoV = 1%

CoV = 2%

CoV = 3%

Accurate quantification of uncertainty in free stream velocity important
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Conclusions
• Inherent and epistemic uncertainties both exist in aero-thermal and
material response models
• Both types of uncertainty should be considered in a UQ effort to
properly
• Asses the accuracy of the output
• Validation of the codes
• Design robust and reliable TPS

• Introduced an efficient mixed UQ and SA approach for potential
application to coupled flow field and material response simulations
• Second order UQ utilizing Non-Intrusive Polynomial Chaos
• Non-linear global utilizing SA Non-Intrusive Polynomial Chaos
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Current/Future Work
•

Development of an Adaptive/multi-step UQ methodology for
problems with large number of uncertain variables
1. Obtain polynomial chaos expansions for the response variables with
Sampling-Based NIPC using a lower order polynomial degree (e.g.,
polynomial order of 2), which will give relatively sufficient accuracy for the
global sensitivity analysis
2. Evaluate the Sobol Indices to rank the contribution of each uncertainty source
3. Reduce the number of uncertain variables to a desired number set by the
threshold uncertainty contribution level and/or the computational budget
allocated to perform the deterministic simulations
4. Depending on the number of uncertain variables retained at the final stage,
use Point-Collocation or Quadrature-Based method for uncertainty
propagation
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Current/Future Work
• Quantification of Margins and Uncertainties (QMU) capability
– Consider both inherent and epistemic uncertainties in the calculation of
margins
– Utilize response surfaces based on refined NIPC methods for the
propagation of uncertainty through each sub-system and overall system
– Develop robust measures (such as CR=Margin/Uncertainty) to describe the
sub-system and overall system safety/reliability/robustness which can be
used in decision-making and mission planning
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Back-up Slides

Fay-Riddell: Deterministic Problem
• Stagnation point heat transfer approximate by

• Assuming equilibrium air with fully catalytic wall BC
• Freestream condition taken from ‘Case #2’ below
– Conditions taken from MacLean et. al (CUBRC)
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Fay-Riddell: Stochastic Problem
• Aleatory uncertainty
─ Freestream velocity ~ Normal(4167, 41.67) m/s (CoV = 1%)
─ Radius of curvature ~ Normal (0.17526, 0.0017526) m (CoV = 1%)

• Epistemic uncertainty - Dynamic viscosity
─ Calculated using Sutherland’s Law (large errors incurred for hightemperature air)
multiply by constant factor k:
─ k - epistemic uncertainty with interval bounds [1.0, 1.15]
─ Lewis Number (interval bounds [1.3,1.5]

• Mixed aleatory-epistemic uncertainty propagated using two
methods
─ Second-Order Probability using NIPC response surface
─

Second-Order Probability using direct Monte Carlo sampling
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NIPC Convergence – Fay-Riddell
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Mixed Aleatory-Epistemic UQ
• 3rd order NIPC response surface utilized for Second-Order
Probability
• Each ‘blue line’ is a CDF curve produced from the “inner loop”
• Large width indicates fairly large amount of uncertainty

10,000 samples in outer
5,000 in inner loop

10,000 samples in outer
5,000 in inner loop
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Comparison of Mixed Aleatory-Epistemic and
Pure Aleatory UQ

Good
agreement
between
MCS and
NIPC
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Global Sensitivity Analysis – Scatter Plots
• Velocity has
greatest
contribution to
uncertainty in stag.
heat transfer
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Global Sensitivity Analysis – Sobol Indices
• Velocity has greatest contribution to uncertainty in stag. heat transfer
• Relative ranking of importance of each uncertain parameter is consistent with
the linear regression analysis
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Computational Grid
• Grid convergence studies and discretization error analysis was
conducted
─ Optimum mesh size determined as 257 grid points in streamwise
direction and 229 in normal direction
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NIPC Convergence – CFD Case
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